Portland Timbers/Portland Thorns
Lesson Plan Form
Coach:

Session date:

Theme:

Team/Age:

U6s

Session 4 Vission

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Creative thinking
-Listening
-Body awareness

Activity 1

FETCH (5-10min)
Coach tosses the ball &
each player brings back w/
there hands, elbow,
forehead, etc. Have all
players gather closely but
not in a line. Each one
hands you their ball, toss
randomly into open area
where they go retrieve it
and bring it back to you in
the manner that you specify

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 2

I CAN CAN YOU? (5-10min)
“I can do something w/out
the ball, can you?” Coach
does some sort of physical
movement (skip, walk, clap
hands through legs, etc).
Players repeat.

Click to insert session diagram

Activity 3

DENTIFIERS: (5-10min)
players run around at
random. coach calls out
identifier who become
hunters. The hunters see
who they can tag within a
set amount of time.
identifiers could be: color of
the players’ vests, hair color,
T-shirt color, first letter of
the players’ names, etc.

Click to insert session diagram

Progressions: Bring the ball back
with two hands, one hand and one
forehead, right foot only, etc. The
coach should move around the
area.

Print Form

- There may be different ways kids
execute the task emphasize the
creativity and thinking
- Our whole bodies are used to
move and control the ball.
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
-What did you do to bring the ball
to me?
-What did you have to think about?

- Using all types of movement in
soccer
-Being quick and reactive
-Keeping balance

Progression: ask the players if they
have any suggestions and allow
them to demonstrate.
Introduce the ball and have them
move it with their
hands, then have them play with
the ball on the ground.

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
-What did your hands and arms
help you do?
-What did the ball do when you did
___?

- Listening
-Movement: cutting, change of
speed, faking
-position within grid "field position"
-Changing from "offense" to
"defense"

-Watching for "hunter"
-Keeping control of ball
-Use of space

Progressions: Everyone has a ball.

Click to insert session diagram
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Key Coaching Points

-Watching
-Body movement
-Balance and coordination

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

(5-10min)
3v3 small sided game:
Have all the kids playing so
set up additional fields if
needed. Adjust some
games to 2v2 or 3v2 if
needed based on numbers

Objectives

DISCOVERY QUESTIONS:
-How did you decide what player
you were going to try and catch?
-How did you get away from the
hunter
-When did you go fast? When did
you go slow?

-Using various parts of the both
feet to kick the ball
COACHING REMINDER:
You are teach the kids the ABC's of
sports: Agility, Balance,
Coordination.
HOMEWORK:
Dribble and touch all the trees in
the yard
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